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Top Scientific Objectives

The two highest level questions in the field are the following: 

• Is cosmic acceleration caused by a breakdown of Einstein General Relativity  on 
cosmological scales, or is it caused by a new energy component with negative 
pressure ("dark energy") within General Relativity? 

• If the acceleration is caused by "dark energy," is its energy density constant in space 
and time and thus consistent with quantum vacuum energy or does its energy density 
evolve in time and/or vary in space? 
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From%surveys%to%measurements%of%dark%physics%
%
➡ %%Measure%sta6s6cs%of%galaxy%proper6es%in%large%surveys%
➡ %%Compare%with%predic6ons%for%par6cular%dark%energy%physical%values%

e.g.%Baryonic%Acous6c%Oscilla6ons%(BAO):%

Measure%correla6on%func6on%of%galaxy%posi6ons%–%BAO%peak%is%found%at%
a%physical%scale%that%depends%on%dark%energy!%



Large Scale Structure Spectroscopic Surveys



z=0.57 
14M halos

 
>> The BigMD Project <<  

www.multidark.org
Products: 
- Row particle data 
- FOF & BDM halo catalogs   
- (sub)Halo profiles  
- Merging Trees 
- BOSS galaxy light-cones 
-    “Add to Wish List”

The New Suite of MultiDark Simulations for Large Surveys  

Klypin et al. 2016



Using BigMultiDark Rockstar halo catalogs

Rodríguez-Torres et al. 2015
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Rodríguez-Torres et al. 2015

The clustering of galaxies at z=0.5 in the BOSS-CMASS DR12
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Rodríguez-Torres et al. 2015



Remarks

• The suite of MultiDark simulations is uploaded in the MultiDark (CosmoSim) 
Database: www.cosmosim.org 

• BigMD 2.5 Gpc/h box is designed to study LSS and BAO systematics for 
LRGs (BOSS, eBOSS, DESI) 

• MD 1.0 Gpc/h box is designed to study LSS & Galaxy evolution for ELGs 
and many applications: ‘MultiDark-Galaxies’ includes 3 different SAM 
models (Data Release this month!) 

• BOSS DR12 MultiDark-Patchy (2000 independent realisations) light-cones 
(0.15 < z < 0.75) are public at www.sdss.org 

• Level of BAO systematics in halos and dark matter tracers is different, and 
about the same level than observational statistical errors from the new planned 
surveys such as DESI, Euclid, 4MOST. It remains to be understood the impact 
of this study on the BAO modelling and reconstruction

Our BOSS/MultiDark core-group: F. Albareti, Chia-Hsun Chuang, Johan Comparat, 
Ginevra Favole, Anatoly Klypin, Francisco Prada, Doris Stoppacher, Sergio 
Rodríguez-Torres



Is there a HOPE for discovering 
NEW Physics in the Euclid Era?
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Rodríguez-Torres et al. 2015
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MNRAS, 470, 4493, 2017

See also Wojtak & Prada 2016
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• Extragalactic redshifts in the CMB rest frame zobs can be factorised into the contributions from expansion    
of space along the photon path zs and the peculiar velocity of the emitter in the following way  

Where

• Within the standard cosmological framework, assuming a fully isotropic and homogeneous Friedmann-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric, we have 

For SN, BAO, CMB:  z_obs = z_s

 redshift-scale factor mapping

Time evolution of the scale factor:
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redshift-scale factor remapping

where α(zobs) is a free function of zobs 
  with α(zobs)=0  recovering the standard 
  redshift-scale factor mapping

For dark-matter-dominated cosmological models (ΩΛ ≡ 0), the Friedman equation at redshifts characteristic 
for BAO and Type Ia supernova observations reads 

We tend to think of redshift remapping as a phenomenon emerging from differences between the true metric 
of the Universe and the FLRW approximation. 
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OBSERVABLES 

• Cosmological distances 

•  Hubble parameter 

We calculate all cosmological observables assuming that redshift remapping is a purely metric-based effect. 
This assumption implies that the distance-duality relation with the observed redshift zobs holds, even though 
zobs can be different than zFLRW 

For zobs = 0 we find that 

With dark-matter-dominated models, we expect Hobs 0 < H0. 
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CMB fitting with redshift remapping
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BAO (6dF, SDSS MGS, WiggleZ, BOSS) 

Type Ia supernovae
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Posterior mean and standard deviation for the parameters of  
an open CDM model with redshift remapping (oCDMα).  
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Constraints on redshift remapping assuming open dark-matter-dominated cosmological models. 
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The Hubble constant and the BAO scale at low (LZ data set) and high redshifts (HZ data set: CMB) for two 
cosmological  models:  open ΛCDM model  and open CDM model  with redshift  remapping.  The new CDM 
model with redshift remapping resolves the discrepancy between the distance scales at low and high redshifts in 
the standard ΛCDM model. 
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Prospects for DESI/Euclid BAO + LSST SN data

Expected precision
on redshift remapping 
α parameter is 2%



Conclusions

• Future is BRIGHT! 
• Need to be critical and motivated

Thank YOU!


